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Massenzana – The Company

As the German company Massenzana GmbH, we provide you with robust and long-lasting products 
and elements along the complete value chain to ensure you an efficient and reliable production.
From the fabrication of corrugated cardboard with Massenzana corrugated cardboards machinery 
and the further processing like for example printing, die-cutting, gluing and folding through to the 
logistics, we manufacture and deliver innovative and sophisticated plants .

Please contact us to arrange a meeting.
Come and visit us in Wiesentheid and meet our team. We would be glad to give you  more details 
about Massenzana machines and our service performance  or visit with you a Massenzana plant in 

Fotos
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For over 60 years now, you can find machines with 
the >>Massenzana<< logo in companies all over the 
world.
Many machines are also existing in Germany -
running reliably and fulfilling their duties every day.
To ensure this, a reliable, competent and fast 
service is an important aspect.

Support with multilingual contact persons

Our company Massenzana GmbH baseed in 
Wiesentheid provides short response times, 
uncomplicated service processing and quickest 
possible delivery of wearing and spare parts. Your 
contact persons are located in the center of 
Germany – also for existing Italian machines

Regular Service

Arrange with us regular service cycles. Our 
technicians control periodically wearing parts and 
critical components and create a report about 
short-, middle- and long-term measures.

Your Advantages:  Planability & Cost Reduction

The replacement of components and maintenance 
intervals can be planned to avoid unwanted 
downtimes.
As a result of this, continuous service and 
maintenance works contribute to cost reducing.

Testing without  Risk

Please contact us: we arrange a meeting, provide a 
first check of your machine's condition and create a 
report. You pay only the expenses 1:1 – without any 
obligations for the future.

Fit for the future.
We offer you comprehensive upgrades 
and retrofits for your existing machines.
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